
    MARITAL RAPE
 

“Her friends used to tell her it wasn't rape if the man was your husband. She didn't
say anything, but inside she seethed; she wanted to take a knife to their faces.”

 - F. H. Batacan
 
 
Name – Yamini Mahawar.
 



INTRODUCTION
 

Marital rape or spousal rape  is the act of sexual intercourse  with one’s spouse without
the spouse’s consent. The lack of consent is the essential element and need not involve
physical violence. Marital rape is considered as a form of domestic violence and sexual
abuse. Although, historically, sexual intercourse within marriage was regarded as a right
of spouses, engaging in the act without the spouse’s consent is now widely classified as
rape by many societies around the world, repudiated by international conventions and
increasingly criminalized.



TYPES OF MARITAL RAPE






Battering Rape – In this type of Marital rape, women experience both physical and
sexual violence in the relationship and in many ways.

Force-only Rape – In this type of Marital rape, husband’s use only that amount of force,
as it is necessary to coerce their wives.

Obsessive Rape – In obsessive Rape, assaults involve brutal torture and/or perverse
sexual acts and are most commonly violent in form.



LAWS IN INDIA
Section 375 of the Indian Penal Code (IPC)  states the definition of marital rape –
“Rape is considered only in case if sexual intercourse by a man with his own wife is
under 15years of age.”

The exception  to Section 375 creates two two categories of women based on their
marital status and prioritizes one unmarried woman in protecting them from rape than
married ones — that’s a direct contradiction of every Indian citizen being guaranteed
equal protection of laws. Exception 2 is also a violation of Article 21 of the Indian
Constitution that states: “no person shall be denied of his life and personal liberty
except according to the procedure established by law.” Over recent years, as evolving
contexts throw up new challenges to citizens’ fundamental rights, the Supreme Court
has often interpreted Article 21 to extend beyond the literal guarantee to life and liberty
and include the rights to health, privacy, dignity, safe living conditions, and safe
environment and continuous internet among others.



REASONS WHY MARITAL RAPE
IS NOT CRIMINALIZED








Implied consent and contract theory -The most commonrationale for the marital rape
exemption is Hale's notion that amarriage constitutes a contract.

Women as property - A husband was no more capable of rapingher wife since he
could not take what he already owned.

Marital unity - It means that after marriage, the wife's identitymerges into the
existence of her husband. This is called as MaritalUnity Doctrine.

Public and private divide - Marital rape cannot be consideredreal rape the argument
being that public law cannot enter theconfines of the bedroom.



WHY IT SHOULD BE
CRIMINALIZED






Physical effects: The physical effects of marital rape may includeinjuries to private
organs, soreness, bruising, torn muscles,fatigue and vomiting. Severe harm to the
vaginal and anal areas, bruising, black eyes, fatigue, vomiting, bloody noses, and
knifewounds occur during the sexual violence.

Gynecological effects: Vaginal stretching, pelvic pain, urinarytract infections,
miscarriages, and the potential contraction of sexually transmitted diseases including
HIV/AIDS.

Psychological effects: Victims experience multiple assaults. The thought of
experiencing constant sexual attacks by someone who they once trusted, cared and
loved.



FOREIGN LAWS






ENGLAND: Historically, under British common law, husbands were exemptedfrom
prosecution for raping their wives based on the understanding that marriagemeant
implied consent to sex. The turning point for marital rape law in Englandwas on 23rd
October 1991 (which until then believed that wife rape was not anoffence, since there
was an implied consent present).

USA: Nebraska was the first state to abolish marital rape, but the turning pointwas
the New York case of  People Vs. Liberta where it was finally decided thatthere was
no reason for differentiating between marital rape and non-maritalrape.

Currently all 50 states criminalize spousal rape, but remnants of the marital
rapeexemption are still present in many states’ laws. Most states, like California, for
example, define spousal rape as a separate offense than stranger rape.



.
 SOUTH KOREA :

 The biggest issue in the judgment of theSupreme Court of Korea was
whether wives would beconsidered among the "women"
 protected under existing raperelated criminal law.

 The term 'women' ['Bunyeo' in Korean] refers to all females,
whether they are adults or minors, married or unmarried,"
 thecourtsaid in its majority opinion.
 All thirteen judges agreedthat sexual acts that took place under duress or threat of viol
ence should be punished, including between married couples.



LANDMARK CASES




Francis Corallie Muin v. Union Territory of Delhi ((1981) AIR 746 ) case, the idea of right
to life under Article 21 of the Constitution was highlighted. The right tolive with human
dignity is a standout amongst the most fundamental component of the right to life
which perceivesthe independence of a person. The Supreme Court has held in a catena
of cases that the offense of rape abusesthe right to life and the right to live with
human dignityof the victim of the crime of rape.

 TheChairman, Railway Board Vs. ChandrimaDas (2000)2 SCC 465 The Supreme Court
has observed that rape isnot merely an offence under the Indian Penal Code, but isa
crime against the society as whole.



RIGHT TO SEXUAL PRIVACY




In the case of State of Maharashtra v. Madhkar Narayan 1991(1) SLR SC 140; AIR
1991 SC 207 ,the SupremeCourt has held that every woman is entitled to hersexual
privacy and it is not open to for any and everyperson to violate her privacy as and
whenever he wished.

In the landmark case of Vishakha v. State of Rajasthan AIR 1997 SC 3011 the
Supreme Court extended this rightof privacy in working environment also. Further,
along asimilar line we can translate that there exists a right of  privacy to go into a
sexual relationship even inside amarriage. Subsequently by decriminalizing rape
inside amarriage, the marital exception teaching damages this rightof privacy of a
wedded lady and is consequently is illegal.



CRITICISM
The narrow definition has been criticized by Indian and international women’s and
children organizations, who insist that including oral sex, sodomy and penetration by
foreign objectswithin the meaning of rape would not have been inconsistentwith nay
constitutional provisions, natural justice or equity.

Even international law now says that rape may be accepted as the“sexual penetration,
not just penal penetration, but alsothreatening, forceful, coercive use of force against
the victim,or the penetration by any object, however slight.”

Article 2 of the Declaration of the Elimination of Violenceagainst Womenincludes
marital rape explicitly in thedefinition of violence against women.Emphasis on these
provisions is not meant to tantalize, but to give the victim andnot the criminal, the
benefit of doubt.



CONCLUSION
We need to understand this very fact that marriage is all aboutmutual understanding
trust and respect for each other. It is aninnocent expression for mutual love, caring,
faith, equality andconsent.Let’s not rot its very sacred meaning.

Marital Rape-A ‘RUST’ of marriage. Issue is though in air but still we are blindfolded by
the rubbish custom stereotypes.

More literacy and knowledge in rural areas about their rights andrealization towards
this very crime. Remove such typical stereotypes like a “good wife who will bewith her
husband in wrong deeds also”.


